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Chemistry Project:  Sugar Crystals 
 

 
 

 

While learning STEM subjects, we become life-long learners.  This involves applying what we 

know to our everyday world. This Sugar Crystals Project will give you the chance to do just 

that— show what you know and how you can apply basic chemistry knowledge to your everyday 

life. You are in complete control of this project and will include what you, as a student, can do at 

home in designing/conducting experiments and applying what you have learned.   

 

How to Make Sugar Crystals 
 

This is a fun experiment, but it does involve heating on the stove! The following link will give 

you some ideas on How To Grow Sugar Crystals and walk you through the process. 

 

Want your sugar crystals to attract attention? Make them vibrant with different colors!   

 

Project Documentation and Discussion:  

 

As you work on the project, document your process by taking photos or video clips of your 

activities. Refer to the “Process and Rules” section of the Project Website for more information 

on how to create your submission of the project. 

 

Please submit your results as a short video or a slideshow in video format.  Submission of the 

project must include : 

 

● materials used and why those specific materials were chosen 

● discussion of evaporation and precipitation  

● discussion of why heat is added and why crystals form 

● discuss the Law of Conservation of Mass as it relates to this experiment and how your 

calculations demonstrate this law 

● exothermic vs endothermic reactions, and how they apply to this experiment  

● As with any discussion of an experiment, your discussion should address both the 

quantitative data and qualitative observations – what you see at each step and what 

conclusions you can draw from these observations i.e. I see bubbles forming, so I can tell 

that a chemical reaction is taking place because formation of a gas (bubbles) is one of the 

evidences of a chemical reaction.   

● Display of the final sugar crystals (make sure that the screen is readable to your audience and 

there is a low amount of glare) 

  

https://www.science-sparks.com/how-to-grow-sugar-crystals/

